Unit

Arithmetic
target

Learning Objectives
(new curriculum)

Week 1
Time

I can add and
subtract
three digit
number with a
single digit
number or
multiple of
ten

LO: I can convert between 12 hour and 24 hour on a digital clock 3.2.2
LO: I can tell the time to the nearest 5 minutes on an analogue clock 3.2.2
LO: I can tell the time on a Roman numeral clock
LO: I know the number of seconds in a minute and the number of days in a year and
leap year 3.1.2
LO: I know the number of days in each month (problem solving using the calendar )
3.1.2

Week 2
Multiplication
and Division
Consolidation

I can multiply
by multiples
of ten (e.g. 3
x 5 = 15, 3
times 50 =
150)

LO: I can recall multiplication and division facts for my 3,4 and 8 times table
LO: I can use formal written method to multiply (missing numbers)
LO: I can use a formal written method to divide
LO: I can solve word problems using multiplication and division
Big Maths

Week 3
Money

I can multiply
by multiples
of ten (e.g. 3
x 5 = 15, 3
times 50 =
150)

I can add and subtract amounts of money using £ and p (practical using coins) 3.3.3
I can add and subtract amounts of money using £ and p (practical using coins and
notes) 3.3.2.
I can add and subtract amounts of money (written problems) 2 lessons 3.2.c.2
Year 3 to finish week with an even e.g. cake sale, charity fundraiser etc.
REVISION AND ASSESSMENT

WEEK 4

Week 5
Place Value

I can multiply
and divide by
three (three
times table)

Review: LO: I can count in multiples of 4,8,50,100. Or find 10 more or less than any
given number 3.1.a.2 3.1.a.3
LO: I can compare numbers up to 1000 (Focus on reasoning) 3.1.c.1
LO: I can identify and represent numbers in different ways (including partitioning in
different ways) 3.1.b.1
LO: I can round numbers up to 100 to the nearest 10 3.1.e.
LO: I can Solve number problems and practical problems involving place value . 3.1.d.1

Week 6
Addition and
Subtraction
Consolidation

I can multiply
and divide by
three (three
times table)

LO: I can add two three digit numbers 3.2.e.1
LO: I can estimate the answer to a calculation
LO: I can check addition calculations using the inverse 3.2.f.1
Lo: I can check addition and subtraction calculations using rounding3.2.f.1
LO: I can solve addition and subtractions WORD problems 3.2.c.2

